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Abstract: Language forms the significant aspect of both verbal
and written communication. Language constitutes the basic and
fundamental requirement to understand any organisation’s
management policies by its employees across the globe from
different language origin. Particularly in today’s competitive
international business scenario, the dynamics of the
organisation’s requisites and expectations have to be
communicated effectively to be understood by every employee in
their language perspective. Based on this premise, multinational
companies take great efforts and make their management
decisions percolated to the employees who are located at different
countries, for its development.
Index Terms: Communication, Organisation, Paralanguage,
Global environment, Goal, Organisational success, Management,
Language barrier, Transnational
Objective: The objective of this paper is to elucidate as to why
different languages are essential when it comes to organisational
management..

I. INTRODUCTION
Languages are the most important element for written or
verbal communication. Written communication is always a
double edged sword. Since the communicator will not know
in what mood the recipient would read, it becomes more
difficult for the communicator who writes such written
document. Also, there is a peril, whether the language that is
being used in that communication would be understandable
by the recipient in the same wavelength or meaning and
context. Moreover, the nuances of every language are so
varied in nature, even varied based on the geographical
demography, it becomes more strenuous for the
communicator to make the receiver comprehend in the same
frequency that the communicator expects.
This article will analyse the above three aspects of why
languages are the essential component for successful growth
oriented management.
II. THE ART OF COMMUNCATION
The term ‘Communication’ infers the transmission of ideas,
skills and knowledge between two or more persons through
proper channels in an organisation. Everyone would agree,
communication is the key for any organisation’s function.
Particularly, if the communication is effectively
communicated, then the results will be positive. For this, the
usage of the language should be in the proper perspective. In
order to effectively use a language, one needs to have
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knowledge not only about forming phrases but also make it
comprehendible by the receiver.
Fortunately or unfortunately, every word in every
language in general has more than one meaning. This is a
great disadvantage for any communicator particularly from
the management viewpoint. Usage of bombastic words or
poetic words may not be understandable by the receiver.
Similarly, usage of high-flown jargons may create
miscommunication. This is the case even for those who
understand the same language. In real time, the mood of the
communicator and the recipient also will make or mar the
content.
To explain this further, even simple sentences will carry
different connotations.
1. ‘Leave him not, hang him’.
2. ‘Leave him, not hang him’.
The above example is of paramount importance in
management communication and also the language used.
There are certain times, in certain management
communications; they purposely use certain words in an
ambiguous manner to avoid assigning certain specific role
and responsibilities. That is the reason, language and
communication is a double edged sword.
This shows that language and its expressions are important
along with the tone of authority when it comes to downward
communications in any organisation. Similarly, the upward
communication and its language should be appropriately
written. In the present day scenario, communication within an
organisation has become far more complex and varied.
According to Myers and Myers, organisational
communication is: “the central binding force that permits
coordination among people and thus allows for organised
behaviour” (qtd. in Ragusa 11). In order to tackle such issue
internally, once can follow the following regulations for better
understanding of internal communication in an organisation.
1. One should apply the KISS concept- ‘Keep it short
and simple’.
2. Use short phrases for easy understanding.
3. Ask straightforward questions to enable to clarify
facts.
4. Use creativity to think of further questions.
5. Note down valuable points.
6. Exit with a good grasp of the outcome.
The blueprint for communication in general varies
according to size of the organisations. While in a small size
company, the messages can be easily conveyed and
understood,
whereas
in
companies of larger size, the
communication must be more
specific,
planned
and
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calculative as there will be many ranks within the by every marketer dealing in many ethnic cultures is to know
organisation. In addition to it, the amount of work and the about the pauses between the words and the punctuation
labour will be much more complex, that has to be addressed marks in written communication. Every comma or every
properly through proper mode of language in communication. semicolon or every hyphen should be used by knowing its full
Rogers and Rogers states: “the behaviour of individuals in significance while conveying the semantic meaning that is
organisations is best understood from a communication point very important with regard to managing the communication.
of view” (qtd. in Ragusa 11).In organisations of larger Communication management is one of the strong pillars in the
capacity, the process of communication can be categorised corporate world. Many of the large worldwide corporations
into:
have appointed and are always on the lookout for
1. Interpersonal
communication:
Communication multi-language communication experts. They are the most
between two or a group of individuals.
sought after and very highly paid language professionals who
2. Inter-organisational communication refers to the creatively involve themselves in this complex specified area.
communication between parent vendor or b 2 b.
Exponents in this niche area who knows and understands
3. Mass communication means communicating about a and who can also interpret every word in any document for the
product or service to the end user or another benefit of their serving organisation commands very high
organisational consumer.
respect amongst worldwide organisations. The art of
4. Group level communication is for the team leaders, communication is not merely a sentence formation in a
group heads and regional heads.
particular language but has very rich and in-depth, effective
Effective communication within the organisation requires long-term ramifications.
the following communication methods. They are:
III. CONCLUSION
1. A long term goal should be formulated.
2. Identification of plain ethics for the benefit of the
The world leaders and business magnets appoint their own
organisation.
personal language writing exponents to convey what they
3. Explain simple set of objectives for internal want, what they expect, on what obligations and in what
communication policy.
parameters. This important portfolio is not generally being
4. Usage of detailed effective tactics.
known to the common man or even organisations’ doing
5. Be logical in the messages conveyed.
multi-crore businesses. This proves how the language
The above mentioned principles and methodologies in becomes a tool for effective communication management.
corporate communication, even internationally, could be
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Yet another important communication hurdle to be known
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